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Parasomnia

 Undesirable physical events or experiences

 Occur during 

 Entry into sleep

 Within sleep

 During arousal from sleep

 NREM

 REM

 Sleep/wake transition
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REM sleep behavior disorder



REM sleep behavior disorder

 First reported in 1965 that bilateral lesions of the 

pontine regions adjacent to the locus coeruleus

caused absence of REM atonia (cats, rats)

 Phenomenon first recorded in humans in 1985 

(University of Minnesota)

 90% male, age mid 50’s, youngest 9 yo

 Schenck et al published seminal paper in June 

1986 that established RSBD as a bona fide sleep 

disorder
Schenck, et al. Sleep 1986. 9(2): 293-308



REM sleep behavior disorder

 REM related parasomnia

 Hallmark: Loss of REM sleep atonia

 Characterized by dream-enactment behaviors

 Benign to violent/oneiric/injurious

 Less aggressive behavior in younger population/women

 Acute/ Iatrogenic

 Spontaneous or “idiopathic”/ Chronic

 Precursor to CNS pathology



Epidemiology

 0.5% general population and 2% older adults

 Estimated 35 million worldwide

 Vast majority of cases go unrecognized

 Adults 

 Strong male predominance (9:1)

 Middle aged adults (>50y)

 Younger adults (<40y)

 Medication related

 Comorbid narcolepsy

 Parasomnia overlap
uptodate



Epidemiology

 Spontaneous RBD is a prodromal syndrome of 

alpha-synuclein neuropathology

 Parkinson disease (33-50%)

 Multiple system atrophy (80-95%)

 Dementia with Lewy bodies (80%)

 Environmental and behavioral risk factors

 Smoking

 Education

 Traumatic brain injury

 Pesticide exposure
uptodate



Epidemiology

 Rare in children

 Virtually never idiopathic

 Associated with:

 Narcolepsy

 RBD precedes narcoleptic features

 Brainstem tumors

 Medications

 Neurodevelopmental disorders

 Autism

ICSD 2014

Lloyd, R. et al J Clin Sleep Med 2012. 8(2): 127-31





Sleep/Wake Neurotransmitters

WAKE NREM REM

Dopamine GABA REM ON

Acetylcholine Adenosine Acetylcholine

Norepinephrine Serotonin REM OFF

Serotonin

Norepinephrine





RSBD Predominance



Pathogenesis

Normal REM

 Pons

 Skeletal muscle atonia

 Dream mentation

 Sleep related memory 

consolidation

 Recall

RSBD

 Pons

 Dysfunction of pontine REM-

on and REM-off nuclei 

 Loss of skeletal muscle atonia

 Dream enactment

 Attacked/chased/threatened

 Recall







Etiology

 CNS pathologies that result in failure to inhibit 

spinal motoneurons

 Alpha synuclein neuropathology

 Non-synuclein neurologic disorders

 Narcolepsy and state boundary control

 Almost always with cataplexy

 Distinct phenotype of RBD

 Less complex, no sex predominance, earlier onset, orexin 

deficiency

 Pontine lesions



Etiology:

Alpha-synuclein neurodegeneration 

 Most common

 Parkinson disease

 Multiple system atrophy

 Dementia with Lewy bodies

 Spontaneous/ “idiopathic”

 RBD can PRECEDE onset of neurodegenerative 

disease by months to decades (average 10y)



Iranzo, et.al.



Boeve 2010



Etiology:

 Other neurologic disorders

 Cerebrovascular disease

 Multiple sclerosis

 CNS neoplasm

 Progressive supranuclear palsy

 Normal pressure hydrocephalus

 Medications

 TCA, MAOI, SSRI, SNRI

 Beta blockers

 Withdrawal from alcohol

 ?Autoimmune disease



Clinical Features

 Abnormal behavior arising 

from REM

 Action filled

 Unpleasant/violent

 Sleep related injury

 Sleepwalking or leaving the 

room is extremely RARE

 PLM’s in NREM common

 EDS/fatigue uncommon

 No history of aggression

 Family History

 Dream Enactment

 Kicking 

 Punching

 Flailing

 Talking/shouting

 Gesturing

 Slapping

 Mimic eating/drinking

 Laughing

 Leaping from the bed



Clinical Subtypes

 Parasomnia overlap disorder

 Disorder of arousal

 Sleep related eating disorder

 Rhythmic movement disorder

 Male predominant/all age groups

 Begin in childhood/adolescence

 Status dissociatus

 Extreme form of state dissociation with RBD features

 Underlying neurologic/medical condition usually 

present



Clinical Subtypes

 Agrypnia excitata

 Dream enactment

 REM related or related to dissociated REM sleep-wakefulness 

state

 Generalized motor overactivity

 Impaired ability to initiate and maintain sleep

 Loss of slow wave sleep

 Marked motor and autonomic sympathetic activation



Diagnosis

 Clinical history/evaluation

 Neuroimaging to rule out other causes

 Video PSG

 Increased phasic/tonic EMG activity

 Dream enactment

 Exclude other disorders (OSA, Epilepsy, PLMD)

 Absence of epileptiform activity

 Subtle motor and cognitive features of early 

neurodegeneration



ICSD Diagnostic Criteria

 Repeated episodes of sleep related vocalization and/or complex motor 

behaviors

 These behaviors are documented by PSG to occur during REM sleep 

or based on clinical history of dream enactment, are presumed to 

occur during REM sleep

 PSG recording demonstrates REM sleep without atonia

 The disturbance is not better explained by another sleep disorder, 

mental disorder, or substance use 

 Absence of epileptiform activity during REM sleep unless RSBD can 

be clearly distinguished from any concurrent REM sleep related 

disorder

ICSD 2014



Boeve et al



Iranzo et al.



Iranzo et al.



Iranzo et al.



Boeve 2010



Differential Diagnosis

 Nightmares

 No motor activity/injury

 PLMD

 Epilepsy

 Nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy

 Nocturnal complex partial 
seizure

 OSA

 Narcolepsy

 Dissociative psychiatric 
disorders

 NREM parasomnias

 Age, timing, response upon 
awakening, vocalizations

 Confusional arousals

 Sleep terrors

 Sleepwalking

 Rhythmic movement disorder

 PTSD

 Malingering



Treatment

 Goals

 Decrease intensity of dream enactment behavior

 Prevent injury (self and bed partner)

 Identify cause (iatrogenic, neurodegenerative)

 Clonazepam

 Mean effective dose 1mg po hs (0.25mg-4mg)

 GABAergic activity depressing motor reflexes

 Side effects can limit use

 Other benzodiazepines not as effective



Treatment

 Melatonin

 3-12 mg po hs, well tolerated

 Uncertain mechanism for RSBD

 Decreases tonic (not phasic) REM activity

 Restoration of REM circadian rhythm

 In place of or co-administer with clonazepam

 ? cholinesterase inhibitor, pramiprexole, 

dopaminergic agents, clozapine, triazolam, 

quietiapine, sodium oxybate



Treatment

 Discontinue medications that can cause RSBD

 Neurological evaluation

 Neurodegenerative disease

 RSBD is part of the process, not so much a predisposing factor

 Not just once, but at least yearly



Treatment

 Safety measures

 Place mattress on floor

 Keep sharp objects away from bed

 Remove extraneous furniture from bedroom

 Bed “alarm” designed to deliver calming message



Treatment



Prognosis

 Depends on underlying cause

 Most patients (80-90%) will eventually develop a 

neurodegenerative disorder

 Conversion rate is about 50% every 10 years

 Strongest risk factors for conversion

 Motor dysfunction

 Abnormal color vision

 Olfactory dysfunction

 Cognitive dysfunction



Counseling



Future Directions

 Ongoing clinical research/trials

 Biomarkers

 Pathophysiology of RSBD

 Treatment medications

 Video PSG criteria

 RSBD v REM sleep without atonia

 Early intervention strategies for 

neurodegenerative diseases



Take Home Points

 RSBD is associated with neurodegenerative 

disease

 Clinical s/sx of RSBD can precede neurologic disease 

by months to decades

 Yearly neurologic exam in all RSBD patients essential

 Question all patients regarding abnormal sleep 

behaviors

 Safety is important
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